
THE EARLY LIFE AND TIMES OF THURGOOD MARSHALL

Thurgood Marshall was born on July 2, , in Baltimore, Maryland. During his time on the Supreme Court, he remained a
strong believer in individual rights .

Circuit Court of Appeals for the fourth, fifth, and eighth circuits, and the U. Marshall said that although his
father never told him to become a lawyer, he "turned me into one. Mencken wrote that the decision of denial
by the University of Maryland Law School was "brutal and absurd," and they should not object to the
"presence among them of a self-respecting and ambitious young Afro-American well prepared for his studies
by four years of hard work in a class A college. Some of the important cases he argued became landmarks in
the ending of segregation as well as constitutional precedents examples to help justify similar decisions in the
future with their decisions. Thurgood Marshall was born on July 2, , in Baltimore, Maryland. The argument
that many states used was one called "separate but equal". Board of Education. A case gave Justice Marshall a
tremendously satisfying victory when in a ruling, the justices held that black jurors could not be excluded
simply because the defendant was also black. He loved to argue and became a star of the debate team. Upon
confirmation by the U. Morgan v. The Morgan decision served as the legal basis for the celebrated "Freedom
Rides" of the early s. One of William Marshall's favorite pastimes was to listen to cases at the local courthouse
before returning home to rehash the lawyers' arguments with his sons. He has also represented numerous
witnesses involved in congressional investigations. Board of Education of Topeka that established his
reputation as a formidable and creative legal opponent and an advocate of social change. This was just the start
of Marshall's fight against segregation. During his two years as solicitor general, Marshall won 14 of the 19
cases that he argued before the Supreme Court. The family also debated current events after dinner. He
provides guidance regarding ethics compliance and corporate governance and has developed legislative and
regulatory strategies for clients involved in corporate mergers, professional and amateur sports, commercial
aviation, utility and banking regulation, pharmaceuticals, and legal process reforms. Johnson , appointed
Marshall to serve as the first black U. Board of Education of Topeka. I need to know, Children names,
everything and everyone in his family needs to be in my Bibliography. At the same time, the case established
Marshall as one of the most successful and prominent lawyers in America. ArmorLine After Howard,
Marshall opened a small private law practice in his hometown of Baltimore: Q: Once you get out of law
school you go to live in Baltimore? Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. Marshall in During the s,
Thurgood Marshall developed a friendly relationship with J. Through his office he now defended civil rights
actions on behalf of the American people instead of as in his NAACP days as counsel strictly for African
Americans. Over several decades, Marshall argued and won a variety of cases to strike down many forms of
legalized racism, helping to inspire the American civil rights movement. Marshall graduates with honors from
Lincoln U. In , he heard of another student, Donald Murray, who was turned away just like Marshall was. I
liked him. In the case San Antonio School District v. Kennedy as United States Solicitor General  His parents
were mulatottes, which are people classified as being at least half white. Marshall was the son of William
Canfield Marshall, a railroad porter and a steward at an all-white country club, and Norma Williams Marshall,
an elementary school teacher. Weaver , Johnson's first secretary of housing and urban development. Maryland
in , which gave defendants protection against double jeopardy in state courts. San Diego: Lucent Books,  Later
years The years when Ronald Reagan â€” and George Bush â€” occupied the White House were a time of
sadness for Marshall, as the influence of liberals those open to and interested in change on the Supreme Court
declined. Thurgood Marshall later recalled, "Now you want to know how I got involved in law? Kraemer, in
which Supreme Court strikes down legality of racially restrictive covenants Wins Supreme Court victories in
two graduate-school integration cases, Sweatt v. He graduated with honours from Lincoln University
Pennsylvania in  In a dissenting opinion, Justice Marshall argued that the right to an education should be
regarded as a fundamental constitutional right and when state policies have the effect of discriminating on the
basis of wealth, the policies should be subject to judicial scrutiny. The case was long and particularly divisive,
ending a majority voting against the university, which was a great disappointment to Justice Marshall.
Kraemer declared that racially restrictive covenants preventing the sale of property to African Americans or
other minorities could not be enforced by the state and were therefore null and void.


